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Detroit Titans

Coach Ray McCallum Opening Statement: “We started this journey five months ago talking about having the toughness and ability to

eliminate the mistakes, and have the ability to will ourslves into champions.”

Sophomore guard Ray McCallum on the momentum swing: “We said that we wanted to come out with a lot of energy and emotion in

the second half, and play like it could be our last game. The and-one got me going, then Eli got that big dunk and everyone seemed to feed

off of the energy.”

On the dunk during the final moments: “I was not trying to dissrepect them or anything, I just got excited being in the moment. I thought

the time had run out. I apologize for that,  I just got caught up in the moment.”

Senior guard Jason Calliste on being down only thre after a tough first half: “We felt like we were in a good position after not playing

good in the first half. It’s a 40 minute game so we started over in the 2nd half.”

On what this means to him: “I’ve been through so much to get here, from freshman year to now. It feels great to be here. It’s a dream come

true.”

Coach McCallum on big second half: “Our first half was as bad as we’ve played in a while. It was because of our offense. We were able

to put the ball where we wanted to, we just were not in sync offensively. We wanted to get a couple more rotations in the second half and

keep up the defensive pressure. I thought we were in good shape when Bogan and Broekhoff were not hitting outside shots. When they

showed zone tonight, we started getting guys in the middle unlike last time we came here. Most importantly, we didn’t let up defensively.”

.

Valparaiso Crusaders

Coach Bryce Drew Opening Statement: “I just talked to the team, and told them they have a lot to be proud of. We won a lot of close

games and performed at a high level all year. This was probably one of our most subpar perfomances of the year. Give Detroit credit, I felt

like they  had strong legs in the second half.”

Junior forward Ryan Broekhoff on inability to get outside shots: “Their defense was very good tonight. It caame down to us making

shots, and tonight they didnt fall. It’s something we will keep working on.”

On Ray McCallum: “He was very good tonight. He found gaps and hit a lot of tough jumpers. I felt their team responded from his energy.

Junior forward Kevin Van Wijk on knee: “I tried to come back, but I just wasn’t the same.”

Junior guard Matt Kenney on emotions after the game: “I dont know how to explain it. It’s not the best feeling seeing them celebrate.

We worked all season for this, and came one game short. Like coach said, we played hard, we will use this as fuel for next year. Remember

what it felt like, and get ready.”

Coach Drew on Ray McCallum sparking Detroit: “That was probably one of their best halves of the season. They’ve won nine out of

their last ten and have been playing at a higher level lately. Ray is very active defensively. He played 39 minutes and didn’t seem tired at

all. He’s really long and athletic and played at a high level tonight.”

On the crowd: “The crowd has been sensational all year. Our guys play harder when the arena is packed. I thought things were going really

well prior to Kevin getting hurt the first time.Kevin is a huge part of our team, and when he’s not out there, it changes the complexion of

the game.”

On playing in the NIT: “We have a great group of captains who set the tone in practice. No one wants to end the season with a loss like

this, so I don’t think motivation will be difficult to come out for another game.”

On the turnovers: “Some nights you just have those kind of nights..It seemed like a perfect storm tonight, and sometimes you can’t control

those things.”


